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Europe’s 4th ranking city, liberal,
cosmopolitan city of Gaudi and
unique architecture

Barcelona: Beleaguered, Bold and Brilliant
•

Barcelona is one of the top 5 cities of Europe – in same class as Paris and
London

•

Few cities in world have such architectural brilliance – indeed Barcelona has
been awarded the British Royal Gold Medal for Architecture

•

Topic: Barcelona: Beleaguered, Bold and Brilliant: Barcelona’s past has been
beleaguered by Romans, Muslims and Fascists and at present boldly seeks
Catalonian independence.

•

It is a beautiful place that showcases the brilliant architecture of Gaudi and
artworks of Pablo Picasso, Joan Miro and Salvador Dali.
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Beleaguered past: 2,300 yrs. rule by Carthage,
Rome, Moors, Aragon, Catalonia, France & Spain
Largest city on Mediterranean – 5 mil.
La Sagrada Família - world’s tallest church
Famous artists Miro, Picasso, Dali …
Highly successful 1992 Olympic host
Stunning skyline of “one-of-a-kind buildings”
Global City – 4th visited & richest in Europe
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Story of Barcelona
•

Beleaguered past: over 2,300 years ruled by Carthage, Rome, Moors,
Catalonia, France & Spain

•

Largest city on Mediterranean – 5 mil.

•

Boiling pot of Catalonian independence

•

Sagrada Família church: world’s tallest, after 130 years, still under
construction

•

Famous artists Miro, Picasso, Dali …

•

Olympic host of 1992 sparked transformation

•

Stunning modernistic skyline and Gaudi designs

•

Global City of finance, commerce, arts and tourism like London & Paris
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Culture of
Barcelona
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Revolutionary & independent spirit
Spanish but Catalan widely spoken
Cosmopolitan - 20% born outside of Spain
Leftist boiling pot of Catalonian independence
Mercantile tradition
Early industrialization - textiles and machinery
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Culture of Barcelona
Revolutionary & independent spirit
Spanish but Catalan second most spoken
Cosmopolitan - 20% born outside of Spain
Largest Muslim and Jewish communities in Spain
Leftist boiling pot of Catalonian independence
Mercantile tradition
Early industrialization - textiles and machinery
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Distinct Catalonian character

Street dancing

Human tower

•Distinct – more like France than Spain
•Flare for art and beauty
•Leftist political boiling pot of Europe
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Distinct Catalonian character
• Character is quite distinct – perhaps closer to the French than to the Spanish
• It has a strategic peninsular location on Mediterranean’s sunny shores close to
France with a long trading history.
• Economy is based on tourism – they are used to welcoming foreigners
• But the Catalans are traders and like to deal in favorable trades
• They are a bit distrustful, shy and proud of their Catalan language and culture
• Catalan sense of humor is ironic - like to laugh, but not “give away” smiles and
prefer to be discreet and polite in public
• Hard workers, honest, fair, timely and respectful and expect the same from others –
they don’t like to pay more than they think they should
• They have a taste for aesthetics, design, art and culture
• The picture is of a castell – a Catalan tradition at festivals where teams build human
towers and then dismantle them.
• Politically Catalonia has always been a boiling pot due to the independence claim
• Catalan’s don’t necessarily “hate Spain,” but wish politicians would focus on solving
problems, not to creating them.
.
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Barcelona’s 2,300 year history

Founded by Romans, conquered by Moors, ravaged by
Black Death, annexed by Napoleon, repressed by Franco
but graced by Gaudi
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Barcelona’s long and beleaguered history
•

Founded by the Romans in 1st century BC - defensive wall remains still present

•

For over 200 years, under Muslim rule

•

Following the Christian reconquest, became part of French Carolingian Empire and
a residence of the Crown of Aragon.

•

In 13TH to 15TH centuries was economic and political centre of Western
Mediterranean

•

From 15th to 18th centuries declined as struggled to maintain independence.

•

Struggle ended in 1714, when fell to Bourbon troops and suppressed

•

In Summary: Founded by Romans, conquered by Moors, ravaged by Black Death,
annexed by Napoleon, bombed by Mussolini, autonomy abolished, and Catalan
banned by Franco but graced and glorified by Gaudi
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Beleaguered by pogroms, wars, plague
and dictators

Fascist Italy bombing at request of Franco during
Spanish Civil War (1936-9) – Killed over 1,000
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Beleaguered in early modern times by pogroms, wars, plague and
crackdowns
•

1391: Pogrom - massacre of Jewish community

•

1650-54: Plague halved population

•

1680 & 1690: Wars against France

•

1705-1714: War of Independence against Spain; alliance with England &
Genoa

•

1714: Philip V of Spain conquers and abolishes region's constitution

•

Ravaged by Napoleonic wars, but afterwards started industrialization

•

Over hundred killed and 1700 tried in “tragic week” protests of 1909

•

Bombed by Fascist Italy at request of Franco during 1936-9 Spanish Civil
War
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Revolutionary & Communist Catalonia

Orwell: “Working class was in the saddle”
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Revolutionary Catalonia
•

During Spanish Civil War (1936-9) Catalonia was controlled by anarchist,
communist, and socialist trade unions, parties, and militias

•

Trade unions were de facto in command of most of the economy and military
forces

•

George Orwell wrote in Homage to Catalonia, “It was the first time I had ever
been in a town where the working class was in the saddle. .. every wall was
scrawled with the hammer and sickle… Every shop and café … had been
collectivized;”

•

But freedoms severely restricted during Civil War in 1936 and subsequent
Franco dictatorship
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“The City of Gaudi”
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Gaudi (1852-1926) - 7 World Heritage Sites
Flourished during Barcelona’s industrialization boom
1888 Universal Exposition – Arc de Triomf
Producer of textiles and machinery
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Barcelona: “The City of Gaudi”
Gaudi (1852-1926) - 7 World Heritage Sites
Flourished during Barcelona’s industrialization boom
1888 Universal Exposition – Arc de Triomf
Producer of textiles and machinery
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Eusebi Güell (1846 -1918)
Gaudi’s patron & wealthy entrepreneur
◼
◼

◼

◼

One of richest in world, predominantly textiles
Moved textile factory to north and established an
idealistic worker's colony Colonia Güell
Commissioned Gaudi to build a church but not
finished, yet a masterpiece
Gaudí once said to Güell, "Sometimes I think we
are the only people who like this architecture."
Güell replied, "I don't like your architecture, I
respect it."
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Eusebi Güell(1846 -1918)
•

Spanish entrepreneur who profited greatly from the industrial revolution in
Catalonia in the late 19th century

•

Rich father had amassed riches from his stay in Cuba

•

Married int rich family

•

Took over his father's business, which was predominantly in textiles, and
added to the family's wealth.

•

Become lifelong friend and patron of Gaudí.

•

In 1890, Güell moved his textile factory to north of Barcelona and
established a worker's colony now known as Colonia Güell

•

Built with high socialist ideals; homes where textile workers and their
families could enjoy comfortable living conditions and a relatively selfcontained village of shops, cafes, a theatre, library and a school

•

Gaudí once said to Güell, "Sometimes I think we are the only people who
like this architecture." Güell replied, "I don't like your architecture, I respect
it."
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Brilliance: Gaudi’s Sagrada Família:
Most-visited monument in Spain
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“Sensual, spiritual, whimsical, exuberant”
Sagrada Família: sensual, spiritual, whimsical, exuberant
•

Most-visited monument in Spain

•

Architect Antoni Gaudi (1852-1926) -Called "God's Architect” for Catholic
images in his works

•

Still under construction after 130 years

•

Gaudí devoted most of is life to the project and he is buried in the crypt

•

To be completed by 2026, centenary of Gaudí's death

•

Gaudí began work on the church in 1883

•

In 2010, still-unfinished building was consecrated by Pope Benedict XVI

•

Eighteen spires, representing Twelve Apostles, Virgin Mary, four Evangelists
and Jesus Christ.

•

Central spire of Jesus Christ to be surmounted by a giant cross 560 ft tallest church building in world
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Gaudi’s Casa Batlló – “House of Bones”
• Called “House of
Bones” for its
skeletal appearance
• Art Nouveau style
• Flowing sculpted
stone work
• Few straight lines
• Roof arched like the
back of a dragon
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Gaudi’s other brilliant designs
•

Casa Batlló – called the “House of Bones” for its skeletal appearance and
Art Nouveau style with irregular oval windows and flowing sculpted stone
work and few straight lines with the roof arched like the back of a dragon
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Gaudi’s La Pedrera - “Stone quarry“
• Modernist
• Undulating stone
façade
• Twisting wrought
iron balconies
• Stone façade
and terrace on
the roof
• World Heritage
Site
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Gaudi’s other brilliant designs
•

La Pedrera - "The stone quarry“ - modernist building with its undulating
stone facade, twisting wrought iron balconies, self-supporting stone façade
and terrace on the roof -a World Heritage Site
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Gaudi’s Park Güell

• Park Güell is a
public park &
gardens
• World Heritage
Site
• Donated by
Güell
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Gaudi’s other brilliant designs
•

In addition to Sagrada Familia church, Barcelona bubbles on many other

•

Park Güell is a public park gardens on Carmel Hill and also a World Heritage
Site
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Gaudi’s unfinished church Colonia Güell

• Unfinished due to Güell
financial difficulties
• Yet a masterpiece of
Gaudi's signature
catenary arches and
irregular finishes
• Village still operational
• Many fine examples of
modernist architecture
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Gaudi’s other brilliant designs
•

Commissioned Gaudi to build a church but due to financial difficulties was
unfinished status

•

yet a masterpiece of Gaudi's signature catenary arches and tessellated
finishes.

•

The village, which is still fully operational boasts many fine examples of
modernist architecture.
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La Rambla – most famed street

Living statue

Popular promenade connects Columbus Monument with
Catalonia Plaza
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La Rambla – Famous street
•

A tree-lined pedestrian street

•

Favorite with tourists (and pickpockets) with cafes and souvenir kiosks.

•

A poet once said that La Rambla was "the only street in the world which I
wish would never end.“

•

At southern end is the Christopher Columbus Monument

•

La Rambla has been scene of riots and anarchists

•

Notable sights along the promenade, include a mosaic by Joan Miró, a
fountain, historic buildings, opera house, theatre, museums, etc.

•

Also noted for living statutes – people posed in a motionless stance to
attract attention and tips
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St Josep Mercat
“La Boqueria”
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Busy market along
Las Ramblas
2nd most visited site
Market since 1217
Building from 1853
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La Boqueria, From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
•

a large public market and ne of the city's foremost tourist landmarks,

•

dates from 1217,

•

Current name derives from the Catalan word for "goat",

•

Building inauguration in 1853 and current metal roof A new fish market
opened in 1911, and the metal roof constructed in 1914.
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Surprising side street art: Postcard collage

In commemoration of 300th anniversary of 1714 Spain
conquest and abolishing Barcelona’s constitution
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Surprising side street art: Postcard collage

•

In commemoration of 300th anniversary of 1714 Spain
conquest and abolishing Barcelona’s constitution

•

The submitted post cards were imprinted on tiles and arranged
in a very special way
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Postcards that become a kiss

The sound of a kiss is not so loud as that of a cannon,
but its echo lasts a great deal longer. – Oliver Wendall
Holmes
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Postcards that become a kiss
•

Sign carries the quote: “The sound of a kiss is not so loud as that of a
cannon, but its echo lasts a great deal longer.” – Oliver Wendall
Holmes

•

This wall is another example of the innovative artistic genius of
Barcelona
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Brilliance: Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)

Guernica (1937) – suffering of Spanish Civil War
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Highly celebrated, prolific – sales of millions
Picasso Museum - 4,000 artworks
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Pablo Picasso (1881-1973)
Highly celebrated artist, spent youth in Barcelona
Museu Picasso has extensive collection of over 4,000 artworks
Very prolific - 50,000 works and very pricy - paintings sold for over $100 million
each!
Painting of Guernica of 1937 now in Madrid, is a gray, black, and white – a
powerful anti-war painting showing suffering of people created in response to the
bombing of Guernica, a Basque Country town in northern Spain, by Nazi and
Italian warplanes at the request of the Spanish Nationalists.
Giant size 11 ft by 25 ft
A touring exhibition was used to raise funds for Spanish war relief and helped
bring worldwide attention to the Spanish Civil War.

Art is a lie that makes us realize the truth. — Pablo Picasso
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Joan Miró (1893-1983) Barcelona Artist

Joan Miró Museum

Woman & Bird

• Surrealist painter, sculptor, ceramicist and proud Catalan
• Persecuted by Franco regime
• "Woman and Bird" sculpture welcomes visitors
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Joan Miró (1893-1983) Barcelona Artist
•

Painter, sculptor, and ceramicist born in Barcelona

•

Acclaimed for Surrealism, "a sandbox for the subconscious mind" and a
"manifestation of Catalan pride"

•

His surrealism grew out of "repression" because of his Catalan ethnicity, which was
subject to special persecution by the Franco regime.

•

Dona i Ocell ("Woman and Bird") is 72 ft sculpture by in Parc Joan Miró part of a
publicly commissioned trilogy intended to welcome visitors to Barcelona

•

Miró created over 250 illustrated books
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Magic Fountain

A light, music and water extravaganza nightly in
front of National Art Museum of Catalonia
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The Magic Fountain of Muntjac
•

A light, music and water extravaganza presented nightly – spectacular gathering
spot at nights during 1992 Olympics
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1992 Barcelona Olympics

• Sparked an ambitious transformation
• Attracted investment and tourism
• Reaffirmed status of major city
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1992 Barcelona Olympics
•

Basque nationalist group ETA was feared would use Olympics to gain
publicity, however, the Games went ahead successfully without an attack.

•

Had beneficial impact on the urban culture and image of Barcelona.

•

Billions spent on infrastructure investments improved the quality of life in the
city, and attracted investment and tourism

•

Barcelona became one of the most visited cities in Europe after Paris,
London, and Rome.

•

Sparked an ambitious urban transformation that opened to the sea, new
centres were created, modern sports facilities were built, hotels were
refurbished and new ones built, ring roads around the city constructed,
airport was modernized and expanded
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Brazen bolt for Catalonian independence

• October 2017 - Catalan Parliament declared independence
• Spain removed Catalan government & imprisoned ministers
• Polls show 41% pro vs. 49% against independence
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Calamitous clamor for Catalonian independence
• Catalonia - many jarring geopolitical changes and repeatedly sought autonomy
• It has been a vassal of France to protect against Muslim invasions.
• In 1137- Barcelona and Aragon were united by marriage developed its own
institutional system which was retained in 1500,when Aragon and Castile were united
• In Franco-Spanish War (1635–1659), Catalonia revolted against burdensome
presence of royal army and being briefly proclaimed a republic under French
protection then France took full control
• Then reconquered by Spain then partially ceded back to France.
• After defeat in War of the Spanish Succession (1701–1714), Catalan institutions and
language were replaced by Spanish
• During Second Spanish Republic (1931–1939), restored as an autonomous
government.
• Francoist dictatorship abolished Catalan self-government and banned official use of
Catalan language again
• Since transition to democracy (1975–1982), has regained much autonomy and
growing support for Catalan independence
• On 27 October 2017, Catalan Parliament declared independence, Spain removed
Catalan government , imprisoned 7 former Catalan ministers awhile others fled
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Global City of finance,
commerce, arts and
tourism – like London
& Paris
Hotel W Vela

Glories Towernew icon

Business Center
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Global City of finance, commerce, arts and tourism
•

Freedoms severely restricted during Civil War in 1936 and subsequent
dictatorship.

•

Franco pursued an autarkic policy of isolation and self-sufficiency

•

But with reinstatement of democracy after Franco, in 1978 Catalonia
regained its economic strength and the Catalan language was restored.

•

Hosting of 1992 Olympic Games gave fresh impetus to Barcelona's potential
and reaffirmed its status as a major metropolis.

•

Now Barcelona is Spain’s 2nd largest city - 5 million and the largest metro
area on Mediterranean

•

It’s 4th most-visited city in Europe and the 4th richest city in the EU

•

A world's leading tourist, economic, trade fair and cultural centres, and its
influence in commerce, education, entertainment, media, fashion, science,
and the art

•

Todays skyline testifies to Barcelona’s modernism as does its British Royal
Gold Medal for Architecture award
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Conclusions: Beleaguered, Brazen
and Brilliant Barcelona

Brazen

Beleaguered
Brilliant
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Summary & Conclusions: Beleaguered, Brazen and Brilliant
Barcelona
•

I hope I have conveyed of Barcelona’s beleaguered Catalan past, its bold
and persistent resistance to outside interference and the brilliance of its
talented peoples and structures

•

Has been bombed, battered but not bowed or broken

•

Its revolutionary and independent spirit

•

It has bravely resisted intruders and welcomed foreign visitors

•

It has nurtured some of the greatest geniuses of Gaudi, Picasso, Joan Miro,
and their brilliant works are displayed throughout

•

Today it’s a ranking world city that is proud of its Catalan culture and role as
the liberal, modernistic, cultural center of Spain.
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